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ABSTRACT
When a software system crashes, crash information from user's machine is sent to the developers of the system for repair. For software systems with a large client base (such as Eclipse, Web browsers, etc.), the number of reports that are submitted every day can be quite high. Managing these reports is known to be a tedious and a time consuming task. Fortunately, not all crashes are caused by new faults. Studies have shown that around 30% of the reported crashes are duplicates of previously reported ones. Automatic detection of duplicate crash reports can then reduce the time and effort dealing with crash reports. In this paper, we introduce a novel method for detecting duplicate crash reports using crash traces and Hidden Markov Models. We show that our approach outperforms existing methods in detecting duplicate crash reports.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bug reports carry important information that can be used by developers to detect and fix bugs [25]. To manage the reporting of bugs, many software projects rely on bug tracking systems (BTSs) such as Bugzilla [10], WER (Windows Error Reporting) [19], and Apple Crash Reporter [5]. Bug reports can be collected automatically using crash reporter or submitted manually by users and developers. However, due to the large number of bug reports submitted every day, the bug handling process tends to be challenging. Studies show that a significant number of submitted bug reports are duplicates of already reported defects. For example, a study by Lazar et al. on Eclipse, OpenOffice, Mozilla, and Netbeans shows that up to 23% of the total reports are duplicates [20]. A bug report is considered a duplicate if it refers to either the same previously reported abnormal execution or a distinct behavior of an existing bug report [24, 31]. When a bug report is submitted, a triager1 must detect whether a bug report is a duplicate of an existing one by inspecting similar reports and functions [40]. Moreover, to increase the productivity of triagers, there is a need for techniques that can automatically detected duplicate bug reports [4, 15, 21, 22, 24, 31, 38].

Existing techniques for detecting duplicate reports can be divided into two categories. The first category encompasses techniques that rely solely on the description of the reports [1, 15, 26, 36–38]. The problem with the description is that it is expressed in natural language and as such it tends to be informal and hence not quite reliable. To address this, researchers have turned to more formal crash report data such as stack traces [11, 12, 18, 41]. These techniques model information in historical stack traces and use the resulting model to classify incoming reports.

In our previous work, we presented CrashAutomata [13]. CrashAutomata builds a model from historical crash reports (more precisely their stack traces) that is used to classify an incoming report. The model is based on varied-length n-grams and automata. Unlike existing techniques, CrashAutomata takes advantage of the generalization aspect of automata, making it possible to build a representative model of crash reports, reducing the number of false positives. We showed that CrashAutomata outperforms the state of the art duplicate bug report detection techniques such as CrashGraph [18].

In this paper, we further improve CrashAutomata by leveraging the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM). HMM is a machine learning technique that is used in speech recognition, DNA sequence analysis [14], and language processing [27, 29]. HMM is especially designed for sequential data analysis [6, 8]. We use HMM to model function calls of stack traces of historical bug reports to build a training model that is later used to classify incoming bug reports. We show that our approach performs better than an approach that we developed in a previous work, called CrashAutomata [13], which is based on automata.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: In Section 2, we present primitive information on bug reports in Bugzilla bug reporting system as well as stack traces in Mozilla. In Section 3, we explain the proposed approach. In Section 4, we evaluate the effectiveness of our work when we applied HMM on Bugzilla Mozilla bug reports, then we compare the HMM approach to CrashAutomata [13], Section 5 is discussion about the work followed by threats to validity and related work in sections 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper and sketch future directions in Section 8.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Mozilla bug repository contains crash reports submitted for many systems, such as Firefox, Thunderbird, SeaMonkey, Bugzilla, and Firefox Android. A crash report includes information that is collected during a crash from the user’s machines such as the OS, the product version, the crash date and time, the stack traces, and other information.

1 A triager is person (i.e., tester, developer or project manager) who is responsible for prioritizing bug reports, identifying duplicate reports [3, 41] and assigning reports to an appropriate developers.
In this paper, we use stack traces to detect duplicate reports. A stack trace can be defined as a sequence of function calls, called frames, \( F = f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_n \), where \( f_0 \) represents the last function that is executed before the crash (also called the top function signature of the stack) and \( f_n \) is the last function in the stack trace. Table 1 shows an example of part of a stack trace of one of the crash reports in Mozilla. The stack trace in this example contains four frames starting from Frame 0. Each frame includes information about the running functions such as the module name, the function signature, and the source file where the function is defined. In this example, the program crashed at Frame 0 (mozalloc_abort(char const* const)).

When a bug report is submitted, a triager starts by first detecting if the received bug report is a new or a duplicate report of a previously reported one. If the bug report is considered new, the triager will assign the bug report to a developer to provide a fix. Bugzilla holds information about the reported bugs, as well as the tracking changes made to a bug by developers. If a bug report is a duplicate, a link is created to the master bug report.

### Table 1. An example of a stack trace in Mozilla

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>mozglue.dll</td>
<td>mozalloc_abort(char const* const)</td>
<td>memory/mozalloc/mozalloc_abort.cpp:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>xul.dll</td>
<td>NS_DebugBreak</td>
<td>xpcom/base/nsDebugmpl.cpp:403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>xul.dll</td>
<td>NS_ProcessNextEvent(nsIThread*, bool)</td>
<td>xpcom/glue/nsThreadUtils.cpp:290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>xul.dll</td>
<td>nsThread::ProcessNextEvent(bool, bool*)</td>
<td>xpcom/thread/nsThreadad.cpp:1029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since stack traces keep a sequence of the running functions when a crash happens, crash reports are normally categorized according to the top function of their stack traces into groups called ‘buckets’ or crash types. Crash reporting systems follow different algorithms in grouping their crash reports. For example, WER (Windows Error Reporting) uses more than 500 proprietary heuristics for grouping its crash reports into buckets for Microsoft products [6, 10]. However, in Mozilla, crashes are only grouped according to their top method signature (buckets). As a result, various number of crash reports may be assigned to unrelated crash groups. Moreover, many related crashes may be distributed over wrong buckets. This makes it harder for a developer to recognize the duplication.

In this paper, we introduce a novel technique to automatically detect duplicate bug reports, by leveraging stack traces inside bug reports and their related duplicates. Our proposed approach allows developers to detect duplicate bug reports with high accuracy; consequently, it lowers bug-fixing time.

### 3. THE APPROACH

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed approach. The approach consists of two phases: The goal of the first phase is to generate a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for each bug group. In this phase, we start by collecting stack traces and creating bug groups. Then, we use the collected stack traces to train an HMM for every group. The goal of the second phase is to use the generated HMM to classify incoming bug reports by comparing their stack traces against the trained HMMs. We discuss each phase in details in the following subsections.

#### 3.1 Generating an HMM for each bug group

##### 3.1.1 Creating Bug Report Groups

In order to collect stack traces of duplicate bug reports, we implemented a web crawler to download bug reports in Bugzilla. We parsed the bug reports to extract duplicate bug reports as well as their corresponding stack traces in Mozilla. We divided the bug reports into groups where each group contains a master bug report and its duplicates. We will use these groups in the case study to derive training and testing sets so as to assess the effectiveness of our approach. Bug reports that do not have duplicates are excluded from the
Finally, the third is the initial state probability distribution:

\[ \pi_0 = \frac{1}{N} \]

Here, \( T \) is the length of the observation sequence.

\[ \pi_0 = \frac{1}{N} \]

The behavior of a system can be discrete (e.g., symbols from a finite alphabet) or continuous (e.g., signals from a speech, music, etc.). In our case, the behavior of each bug report can be represented as a discrete sequence of function calls. Figure 3 shows a general view of an HMM model where a sequence of function calls (F) of a bug report group is mapped to an observation sequence (O). Since a discrete HMM is a stochastic process for sequential data [29, 34], we used the observation sequence (O) to learn the behavior of each bug report group. Thus, a well-trained HMM model using all the discrete sequences for a bug report can be used as a potential signature for detecting the duplicate bug report.

\[ \{a_{ij}\} \] is denoted as:

\[ a_{ij} = P(state S_j \text{ at } t + 1 \mid state S_i \text{ at } t), \ i, j = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1 \]

Here, the transition from one state to the next is a Markov process of order one [29]. The order one means the next state depends only on the current state and its probability value. As the original states are “hidden” in HMM, we cannot directly compute the probability values in the past. But we are able to observe the observation symbols for the current state \( S_i \) at time \( t \) from the given observation sequence \( O \) to learn an HMM model.

**Observation Symbol Distribution (B):** The second row stochastic process is the observation symbol probability distribution matrix \( B = \{b_j(R_k)\} \). B is an \( N \times M \) dimensional matrix that is computed based on the observation sequences (i.e., the temporal order of stack traces). The probability of each element \( b_j(R_k) \) is denoted as:

\[ b_j(R_k) = P(\text{observation symbol } R_k \text{ at } t \mid \text{state } S_j \text{ at } t) \]

**Initial State Distribution (\( \pi \)):** The third row stochastic process is the initial state probability distribution \( \pi = \{\pi_i\} \). \( \pi \) is a \( 1 \times N \) row matrix and the probability of each element \( \{\pi_i\} \) is denoted as:

\[ \pi_i = P(state S_i \text{ at } t = 0) \]
Practically, training a well-fit HMM using a discrete sequence of observation \( O = \{O_0, O_1, \ldots, O_{T-1}\} \) means maximizing the likelihood, i.e., maximizing the probability of \( P(O|\lambda) \) on the parameters space represented by \( A, B, \) and \( \pi \). The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm is one of the most commonly used algorithms for learning the HMM parameters [35]. The most remarkable aspects of the BW algorithm is the Forward-Backward (FB) algorithm [34] because FB follows an iterative procedure to estimate the HMM parameters. In each iteration, FB can efficiently re-estimate the HMM model itself, if \( P(O|\lambda) \) increases. We can set a predetermined threshold and/or set a maximum number of iterations to stop it. We have also chosen the BW algorithm to train an HMM model for a bug group by setting the maximum number of iterations to 25. This number has been chosen though experimentation as we noticed that varying the number of iterations did not show any significant effect on the performance. This said, we set the value of the number of iterations to 25 to avoid overfitting and to reduce the learning time [37].

To train an HMM, we have to set the number of distinct symbols (M) for a fixed number of states (N). In our case, to select the value of M, we count all the distinct functions over all the discrete sequences for all bug report groups. For the Bugzilla dataset, we have M = 4895 over 3651 discrete sequences for 90 bug groups. To select the optimum number of hidden states (N), we have trained different discrete-time ergodic HMMs with various N values 5, 10, 15, ..., 50 while always keeping M fixed. We obtained best accuracy for N = 25 (see Section 4.2 for more details). We build an HMM model for each bug report group by keeping M = 4895 and N = 25 fixed. At the end, the HMM that gives the highest log-likelihood value was selected as a model for that bug report group.

### 3.2 Classification

Let there are \( L \) number of unique bug report groups (\( l \)) in Mozilla bug dataset, where \( l = \{0,1,\ldots,L\} \). Therefore, we have \( \lambda_l = (A_l,B_l,\pi_l) \) distinct trained HMM models for the fixed values of M = 4895 and N = 25. Let the Bugzilla bug reporting system generates a new bug report (i.e., the stack traces in Mozilla) and the corresponding sequence of observation is \( O = \{O_0, O_1, \ldots, O_{T-1}\} \). We have to compute the log-likelihood or the probability \( P_l(O|\gamma) \) for a trained HMM model (\( \lambda_l \)) as a score of this new observation sequence \( O \). We use the FB algorithm to compute the scores or \( P_l(O|\gamma) \). As we have \( L \) trained HMM models (\( \lambda_l \)), we get \( L \) scores for a new observation sequence \( O \). If the new observation sequence \( O \) (i.e., the new bug report) is duplicate (let say the duplicate bug report group is \( l' \)), the score of that trained HMM model (\( \lambda_{l'} \)) should be significantly higher. That is, the probability of \( P_{l'}(O|\gamma) \) should be maximized as:

\[
P_{l'}(O|\gamma) = \max_{P_l} [P_l(O|\gamma)], \quad l = \{0,1,\ldots,L\}
\]

As described in the previous section, we construct an HMM for every single bug group in our dataset to classify the stack traces of incoming bug reports. We change the sequences of an incoming stack traces with the function IDs we have assigned in our training set and if a function does not exist in the ID list, it will be assigned a new function ID. Then, the incoming trace is compared to the HMM of each bug report group. A bug report is considered as duplicate of bug reports of the bug group whose HMM has the highest log-likelihood.

We measure the performance of our HMM method by first using a confusion matrix and then computing precision, recall and F-measure for all the bug groups and considering different state numbers of N=5, 10, 15,…, 50 when building HMMs (Table 3). The confusion matrix stores correct and incorrect predictions made by a classifier [42]. For example, if traces belonging to a bug report group are classified by HMM as the same bug group, they are True Positives (TP). Contrariwise, if there exist traces in a bug group in which HMMs classified them in other bug groups rather than their real bug group, they are considered as False Negatives (FN). Finally, if traces of other bug groups are classified to be related to a bug group, these are treated as False Positives (FP). For a bug group \( G_i \), we measure TP, FP, and FN as follows:

- \( TP_{ Gi }\) = The number of traces that are correctly classified
- \( FP_{ Gi }\) = The number of traces of the other buckets that are classified as bucket \( G_i \)
- \( FN_{ Gi }\) = The number of traces of bucket \( G_i \) that were classified as belonging to other buckets other than \( G_i \)

We derive precision and recall for each bug group, \( G_i \), as follows. Note that a high FP will reduce precision, whereas a high FN will reduce recall:

\[
\text{Precision}(G_i) = \frac{TP_{ Gi }}{TP_{ Gi } + FP_{ Gi }}
\]

\[
\text{Recall}(G_i) = \frac{TP_{ Gi }}{TP_{ Gi } + FN_{ Gi }}
\]

\[
F_{\text{measure}}(G_i) = 2 \frac{\text{Precision}(G_i) \times \text{Recall}(G_i)}{\text{Precision}(G_i) + \text{Recall}(G_i)}
\]

### 4. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our approach by applying it to Bugzilla Mozilla bug reports. We measure the accuracy of our method using the precision, recall and F-measure. Additionally, we examine the HMM with different number of states (N) to achieve the highest accuracy. We also, compare the proposed approach with our previous method (CrashAutomata [13]), as both use stack traces of Bugzilla Mozilla to detect duplicates.

#### 4.1 Dataset: Bugzilla Mozilla

We chose Bugzilla Mozilla as our dataset because this is a well-known open source bug repository used by many researchers. Additionally, unlike other bug repositories (e.g., Eclipse and Gnome) stack traces are not located in the description part of bug reports. Instead, if there exist any related crash reports in Mozilla, a link to the crash report is provided. Meaning, one does not need to parse the description part to extract stack traces. However, for Mozilla only crash reports reported for the period of one year are available to the public.

In order to collect stack traces of duplicate bug reports, we implemented a web crawler to download the entire reported bugs in Bugzilla Mozilla up to January 2016 for the bug report IDs from 65000 to 370000 covering all existing products in
Bugzilla Mozilla. For each crash report, we randomly downloaded 250 stack traces (if exist), and then a parser collected bug reports to extract duplicate bug reports as well as their linked stack traces in Mozilla. Bug reports are categorized in new groups according to their master bug reports. Therefore, each bug report group holds stack traces of master bug report beside the stack traces of its duplicates. We filtered bug report groups to keep only bug report groups with one master bug report and at least one duplicate. In total, our dataset consists of 3,651 stack traces, grouped into 90 distinct bug report groups labelling from 1 to 90 with an overall number of 210 duplicates (see Table 2).

Table 2. Properties of the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of bug report groups</th>
<th>Total # of bug report duplicates</th>
<th>Total # of crash traces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3,651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of varying number of states in our HMM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of States</th>
<th>TPR(%)</th>
<th>FPR(%)</th>
<th>FNR(%)</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Results

In our dataset, we selected the typical 70% of the stack traces for training purpose while we kept 30% for the testing set. Out of our 90 groups, only 73 bug report groups had traces in their test set because of a lack of number of traces.

We built an HMM for each bug report group by varying the number of states (N = 5, 10, 15,..., 50) in order to determine the state number that achieves best classification results. We also calculated precision, recall and F-measure for every bug report group. Table 3 shows the results of our method with different state numbers. Although, the results are very close, we achieved best results by having N = 25.

Figure 4 compares the evaluation metrics (Precision, Recall and F-measure) for the achieved result of HMM with N = 25. We obtained high median of 92 for the F-measure. For generating boxplots, we only kept the unique values to show the range of the achieved results and the volume of each range if not shown here (you may find the percentage of each range in Figures 6 to 8).

The false negative rate of all bug report groups is shown in a boxplot in Figure 5. The main reason of the high number of false negatives in some groups is the low number of existing samples in training and testing. Among 90 bug report groups only 73 bug groups have more than three stack traces in their bug groups. However, the median of 16 is an acceptable rate for groups with a high number of traces.

4.3 Comparison with CrashAutomata

In this section, we compare the proposed method with our earlier work, CrashAutomata [13]. We implemented CrashAutomata to detect duplicate crash reports of Mozilla. Crash Automata aggregates the presentation of each bug report group by constructing a generalized automaton where the states are varied-length N-grams resulted from the most
frequent N-grams considering a threshold \( \alpha \). The threshold \( \alpha = 0.9 \) produced the best accuracy for CrashAutomata. Also, we showed that CrashAutomata outperforms CrashGraph [18] by achieving higher F-measure and reducing the number of misclassified traces.

To compare CrashAutomata with the proposed approach, we run CrashAutomata using the same dataset as the ones described in Section 4.1. Since with CrashAutomata, we obtained best results with a threshold \( \alpha = 0.9 \), in this study also we only take this threshold into consideration. We evaluate the results with two similarity metrics \( \tau = 0.9 \) and \( \tau = 0.95 \).

We compute precision, recall and F-measure for both methods. The results are shown in Figure 9. As the figure shows, the results are extremely close. A noticeable difference is the minimum of F-measures that is zero for CrashAutomata but, at least 12% for HMM in all bug groups. One reason may be the logic behind the HMM classifier when it builds the HMM with a maximum likelihood. In this case, every trace will be assigned to at least one group.

Figure 6 compares the details of False Negative rates of HMM and CrashAutomata (with similarity of 0.9 and 0.95). It is notable that in almost all bug groups HMM resulted in less False Negative rates than the CrashAutomata. For example, in bug groups 49 and 71, HMM was able to successfully assign traces to the correct bug group where CrashAutomata falsely assigned 100% of the traces to other bug groups. The False Negative rate difference of two approaches for bug groups 18, 35, 45 and 56 shows significant distinction of 50% in average where this difference for bug groups 5, 13, 25, 29, 33, 42, 52 and 54 is between 20% and 40%.

In general, HMM produces less False Negatives than the CrashAutomata. Only in couple bug groups (bug groups 41 and 44), HMM shows higher False Negative rates than the CrashAutomata.
Additionally, the highest False Negative rate belongs to bug group 21 (84%) that is also similar to the CrashAutomata. When the False Negative rate for 4 bug groups is 100% in CrashAutomata, by applying HMM we have no bug group with 100% False Negative rate.

5. Discussion
Although increasing the number of states may improve the accuracy of the HMM, as it is shown in Table 3, in our case N = 25 results in the best accuracy. However, a change in the number of states may not have a significant impact on the accuracy. Also, the False Negative rate range for our dataset varies between 0 and 87, which demonstrates better results than the CrashAutomata. Having no bug group resulting in 100% False Negative rate is also another notable point for HMM. HMM is able to detect duplicate bug reports with high accuracy even with the lower number of traces.

Additionally, using an HMM-based approach, we obtained approximately 10% higher true positive rate than CrashAutomata. Since HMM classifies every single bug report into existing bug report groups, we have less false negatives and consequently higher F-measure for HMM comparing to CrashAutomata.

We only observed the results for rank one (the top likelihood we achieved) of the HMM and we believe that delivering more ranks to the developers may further enhance the results.

As described before, for the boxplots we only show the distribution of values and not the volume of each values. We show the details of the obtained results and compare it to the CrashAutomata with two similarities in Figure 6.

Finally, our results imply that the stack traces alone carry crucial information inside crash reports that by only using stack traces of a bug report a developer can detect duplicate bug reports with a very high accuracy. Moreover, using stack traces may eliminate the effort by users in reading natural languages in summary and description parts of bug reports which lead to more time and effort saving.

6. THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS
In this section we discuss threats to validity that may invalidate the results presented in this paper.

Number of states (N) and observation sample: As we used HMM for our classifier, one of the vulnerable variables and a threat to validity in implementing HMM is the number of states (N) and the number of distinct symbols (M). To address this issue, we examined the results by varying N and showed that in our dataset N = 25 yields best results. We also observed that increasing N may result in an increase in the running time without necessarily improving the accuracy of the approach.

Moreover, we know that a well-fit HMM model highly depends on how we define our observation samples [29]. In our system, the length (T) of the training sequences is variable and the number of observation sequences is also variable for each trained HMM model. As the number of observation samples is limited for a bug report group in our dataset, we cannot evenly divide it for every bug report group. We also cannot evenly divide the length of observation sequence (T), because the order of executions of different bug report groups is also different. In fact, the discriminations in the length of observation sequences (T) is also effective in classification as we learned an HMM model separately for each bug report group.

The selected crash reports dataset: The selected dataset is an external threat to validity. In our experiment, we selected bug reports from Bugzilla Mozilla. While Bugzilla is one of the most commonly used open source bug repositories for researchers, we intend to use other datasets to generalize the results.

Number of stack traces: We downloaded 250 random stack traces of each crash report from Mozilla. Perhaps, if we choose a different number of stack traces, this will impact the results. We followed the common practice that was used by other researchers. Many researches select randomly 100 to 200 stack traces in their experiments. Besides, we believe that because of the high duplicate rate of stack traces in some crash reports and the lack of stack traces for many others (many crash reports have only one stack trace inside), our collected dataset is representative and valid for this study.

Ranking: In our method we did not apply ranking for getting results as we achieved high rate of precision, recall and F-measure. However, offering more ranks to the developers (e.g., rank of top 2, 5 and 10) may yield higher accuracy than only using the highest ranked label. On the other hand, increasing the number of suggested ranks may decrease performance.

Misclassified bug reports: HMM assigns all incoming bug reports to at least one of the existing bug groups. In the real world, if a new bug report is received by the system it should be assigned to a new bug group. To solve this issue, we may define a new bug group besides our existing groups to assign the unclassified bug groups to a new group instead of assigning it to incorrect bug group.

7. RELATED WORK
Duplicate detection of bug reports has been handled in various ways. Existing studies measure the similarity between the existing bug reports and incoming bug reports by either employing feature extraction and Natural Language Processing techniques and calculating the similarity of bug reports, such as Summary and Description [7, 15, 24, 37, 39–41], or adopting pattern matching on the execution information part of bug reports, such as stack traces [12, 13, 15, 18, 33]. More focus is dedicated to the similarity measurement of textual information of bug reports to overcome the unavailability of execution information in some bug repositories. Although, there exist studies that have been done in textual mining of bug reports [1, 2, 9, 16, 17, 23, 28], we only mention a few of the most recent ones as our main focus is using stack traces that accompany bug reports.

The work by Lin et al. [24] proposes a manifold correlation feature approach, which improves the previous SVM-based discriminative approach (SVM-54). This method combines the metrics calculated by CC-based scoring, TF-IDF-CFC weighting, BM25-based weighting and Word2vec weighting. Authors compare the results with SVM-54 scheme and proof that their SVM-SBCTC is able to improve the range of the performance up to 29% in top 5 recall rates. Another work by
Tsuruda et al. [40] investigates the feasibility of deleting duplicate bug reports with unfinished bug reports by leveraging feature extraction and the number of words in a bug report. Results observed that using words more than a certain number (e.g., about 100 and 80 words in Eclipse and OpenOffice, respectively) cannot improve the accuracy of detecting duplicate bug reports. The needed effort for identifying duplicate issues is in a study conducted by Rakha et al. [30]. They observed that more than 50% of duplicate reports are recognized within half a day [30]. The method builds a classification model to classify duplicates according to the needed effort and classifies duplicates with high precision and recall. This research also proofs the importance of duplicate detection for developers. The study by Lazar et al. [22] presents an improved method for identifying textual similarity features. Selected similarity feature by TakeLab [32] are calculated by some binary classification method such as Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines. Then, classifier detects bugs as suppiicate or non-duplicates. This method shows an improvement of 3% to 6% over Alipour’s method [2].

Wang et al. [41] introduced a method that uses text mining techniques to calculate the similarity of bug reports on both the textual parts (summary and description) and stack traces of bug reports. The suggested list is able to increase duplicate detections by around 25% in Firefox bug repository compared to only using natural language information. CrashGraph [18], introduced by Kim et al. to identifying duplicate crash reports in Microsoft’s Windows Error Reporting (WER) system. A graph in representative of call stacks of a group (modules as nodes and calling sequences as edges) and every single incoming call stack is compared to only the representative graph of each group. CrashGraph demonstrates 71.5% and 62.4% precision and recall respectively. Our previous work, CrashAutomata [13] also uses the generalization attribute of automata for presenting call stacks of bug groups in Firefox. For each bug group an automaton is generated so that the incoming stack traces are examined against CrashAutomata of each group. If CrashAutomata accepts the crash stack, the crash report will be duplicate of the reports in that group.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new technique for detecting duplicate bug reports has been proposed in order to reduce the time and efforts required by triagers when working with bug reports. We showed that using HMM and stack traces collected from historical crash reports it is possible to classify new incoming bug reports with high precision, recall and F-measure. For example, by applying the proposed approach on the set of stack traces collected from Bugzilla Mozilla, the F-measure value was (97%) in average. We also successfully enhanced our previous work CrashAutomata [13] with HMM and compared the results of both approaches. The results indicate that using HMM, the number of false negatives and false positives can be reduced, since all traces are assigned to at least one bug report group.

In the future, we aim to use N-grams (as we use in our CrashAutomata) for generating the states in HMM. We anticipate that this should increase the overall accuracy of HMM.
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